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I was born in Durban in South Africa

in 1928. My father had come to South

Africa as a teenager with his father so

that in a sense it was my grandfather who

first came out to South Africa. My father

started off as a shop assistant, working

in somebody’s shop. He was very much

a self-educated man. He had gone to

school up to standard four. But he had

read a lot, and he became a good writer.

In 1927, just before I was born, he

became the editor of the second Indian

newspaper in the country. The first

Indian newspaper was founded by

Gandhi, which was called Indian

Opinion. It was produced in Gujarati and

English. Indian Views was the second

paper, also produced in Gujarati and

English. It gives you an idea how the

emergent Indian bourgeoisie was very

much rooted in the Gujarati community.

 Was your grandfather from

Gujarat?

Yes, from Rampura in district Surat.

I’m Muslim.

Why did he go to South Africa and

what did he do there?

People from Gujarat and Kathiawar

went there because of the British system

of taxation of the peasantry in India.

They couldn’t cope with the taxation.

They had to mortgage their land. Usually

one son was sent out abroad to

accumulate funds. The whole idea was

that the son would come back, free the

land, and everybody would live happily

ever after. Instead, the son stayed there

because it was a new country, with many

new opportunities. And the Gujaratis

generally ended up being business

people.

What did your grandfather do? What

kind of business did he set up?

General dealer. They all used to go

into the interior where the Africans were

and they would set up a general dealer’s

business there. Selling everything, you

know. They would really start off as

pedlars. Then they would get a horse

and cart. And then they would

eventually have a little shop.

Do you have any recollections of

your ancestral village and home?

Yes, because my grandfather

accumulated substantial wealth and he

went back again and he bought this

Rajawadi which was a Raja’s wadi. And

that is still there.

Any of your family still living there?

One cousin is there. He sort of rules

the roost.

Coming to your father being the

editor of the second Gujarati English

paper run by the Indian community.

What did this paper try to do?

The person who founded this

paper—my father didn’t found the

paper— replaced Gandhi as the secretary

of the Natal Indian Congress (NIC). He

just felt very competitive with Gandhi.

Gandhi had formed a paper, so he was

now going to form a paper. And of course

the Muslim thing came into it.

I think he had this impression that

Gandhi’s was a Hindu paper, and this was

going to be a Muslim paper. When my

father took it over it was never a Muslim

paper. It was very much an Indian paper.

 What were the things it tried to do?

Well, it mainly reflected on Indian

problems, on the political battles, and the

political formations, that were going on

and a little bit of religion. Articles came

from India as well. Later on, when the

Partition took place, my father became a

total supporter of Quaid-e-Azam Jinnah.

So the paper then became an active

promoter of Pakistan.

 Is it still in existence?
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No. It went out of existence in the

1960s. In South Africa now nobody reads

Gujarati. Both papers, incidentally, went

out of existence in the 1960s. Gandhi’s

son Manilal continued publishing the

Indian Opinion for many years but that’s

finished too.

What kind of education did you

receive, and what sort of family do you

come from?

I grew up in Durban. I was brought

up as a Muslim girl but my family was

sort of broadminded. My parents were

not particularly religious. We were aware

of our identity as Muslims but were not

particularly ritualistic.

Do Muslims still practice purdah

there?

No more in South Africa. I remember

my mothers (my father had a polygamous

marriage) when they went out of the

house in the days when we didn’t have

a car. They would go in a rickshaw and

the rickshaw would be closed. But I think

they got rid of all that quite

soon. We were brought up very

emancipated. We went to

school, went to university in

South Africa.

You said your father was a

supporter of Qaid-e-Azam’s.

How did it come about that he

developed those linkages? Is

there an extension of Muslim

League politics in South

Africa?

No, there was no Muslim

League in South Africa and

there was no Indian Congress

in South Africa either. My

father continued to be a strong

supporter of Congress right up

to the time when the division

and the problems of Muslims

began. Then of course he

changed and he began to feel

like a Muslim. And it was of

course very strange that we

never felt like this. I remained a

staunch supporter of Nehru,

Gandhi. Those were my heroes.

I could never identify with Qaid-e-Azam

Jinnah.

So within the family we had a divided

opinion. My father’s own brother was

staunchly committed to India and

Congress. And my father was committed

to Pakistan. My husband is also my

father’s first cousin and was strongly

committed to Congress.

How does it happen that different

members of your family went different

ways? Is that how the Muslim community

is generally split, within itself?

Not split, but yes when it comes to

political things you are not sort of

reacting as Muslims and Hindus. You are

reacting according to your own

perceptions and what you have been

reading and the influences that have

been brought to bear on you. Because

these are outside influences. Religion is

something that happens within the

family. This is how it was in South Africa

until very recently. Of course I’ll discuss

what’s happened there, if we get to it.

But until very recently religion was very

much a personal family affair. It didn’t

make any waves outside of the family.

You said you were brought up in a

fairly liberal atmosphere.

A very liberal atmosphere. There were

lots of boys in the family and therefore

they took even more care of the girls.

How many brothers and sisters were

you?

We were altogether three sisters and

seven brothers. I am the second eldest.

The cousins would also come in because

we were a joint family. So I grew up in a

childhood colony of five boys and one

girl living at home. And I felt special as a

girl. I did not feel discriminated against

as a girl.

Is there any particular reason why

you were treated specially?

I don’t know why I was treated in a

special way. I always put it down to the

fact that I was the only girl, that’s why.

What kind of education did

you get? How did you get

involved in apartheid issues?

In South Africa a child learns

very quickly that he is

discriminated against. Your

family has just to take you to the

beach front for a walk and there

are all these paddling pools and

swimming pools and the child

immediately wants to rush into

one of them. The parents

restrain you and that is how they

begin talking politics to you

from the time you are about four.

Your mother will say, “No, no

you can’t go there. Only Whites

go there because Whites are

going to go to hell anyway. And

we are going to heaven and they

have all these swings in heaven.”

That’s how it starts. That’s

the sort of conversation you

hear in most Indian families. I’m

talking about my generation. So

you begin to see the White

people as bad people. You beginFatima as a high school girl
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to resent the fact that they are putting

up these structures against you. You

then go to school and you meet other

children and they talk about the same

thing so the whole thing is now

reinforced.

Do Indians go to segregated

schools?

Yes, we only go to Indian schools.

You don’t even come in contact with

Blacks then?

Generally the Black you come into

contact with is the Black who comes to

work in the house as a domestic. Often a

very close relationship develops

between the Black domestic and the child.

But in the perception of Indian children

the Black is only a domestic.

 Isn’t there is a lot of racism amongst

Indians against the Blacks?

I wouldn’t say racism because I

always distinguish between racism and

groupism. Racism is a peculiar invention

of colonialists where you isolate a group

for the specific purpose of exploitation

and domination. Now Indians always

feel, “We are Indians, we are different.”

But they do not go around structuring

situations where they can exploit and

dominate. It’s more like personal

prejudice. That’s a sort of universal thing,

this inbuilt thing.

It’s not racism.

And how do

Blacks perceive

Indians?

Well, here’s an-

other story. Neither

Indians nor Afri-

cans were allowed

to initiate self-per-

ceptions of each

other. Going back

now to the mid-

ninteenth century,

the perceptions

were organised and

orchestrated by the

Whites. Indians

were brought out

as indentured work-

ers because that was the cheapest kind

of labour that the Whites could lay their

hands on. Africans at that point had the

land and were sufficiently solvent on

their land not to offer themselves for this

kind of labour. So they were paid better

than the Indians who were working on

the plantations. The Africans were often

sent as overseers over them and were in

a slightly better position. And worst of

all, if the Indian in any way violated what

the planter thought were his responsi-

bilities, he would be whipped mercilessly

and it would be an African that would be

brought to whip him. So the African was

always presented to the Indian as a fear-

ful person. Like a Ravan. As a matter of

fact it only now occurs to me, when I am

saying this to you, that in South Africa

Indians called Africans Ravans. And

Ravan log. And now it occurs to me what

the link up is. The African was presented

to the Indian as a sort of a monster who

would beat him up. Now as far as the

Indian is concerned, first of all the very

fact that he comes out there to take this

very lowly job casts him in negative terms

in the African eye. Add to it the fact that

he is called in to beat them up. The Afri-

cans also did the policing in those days.

The White men are always making dis-

paraging remarks. They’ve said terrible

things about Indians all along. For ex-

ample, they would say “Indians can’t be

trusted. Indians are inveterate liars.”

They were later on accused of being

“mercenary”. Initially Indians came as

workers. The Whites would make out that

the Indian was lazy, he wouldn’t work —

no matter how hard he worked. Indians

were supposed to have foul and dirty

habits.

The Africans had the impression that

the Indian was very dirty. He, the African,

was cleaner. This was how the Indians

were presented to him by the Whites.

And then, of course, the Indians lived in

barracks. Like here they live in

jhopadpattis. So the only Indians that

the Africans originally saw were those

living in these miserable conditions.

They had to wash and drink from

polluted streams. They lived under

horrific conditions. A very miserable

image of the Indian entered the African

mind. The whole stereotyping was

managed.

Did your grandfather go as

indentured labour and set up his

business later or did he go on his own?

No. I told you about him. We were

two kinds of people there. In 1850 the

i n d e n t u r e d

labourers began

coming in. They

came mainly from

Bihar and Tamil

Nadu. And today 80

percent of Indians

are descendants of

indentured labour.

But then there

were the others who

came as what we

called free passen-

gers or passenger

Indians, paying for

their own passage.

And most Gujaratis

came as passenger

Indians. They never

came as indentured
An African family in a rural area
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labour.

That’s why they have probably done

so much better.

Yes. The Gujaratis set themselves up

as businessmen right from the start,

whereas a person had to be indentured

for 10 years before becoming free.

How have the ex-indentured

performed?

Very well.

What are the kind of things they have

gone into?

Professions. They have also gone

into business. Biharis for some odd

reason went into the transport business.

All the buses are run by Biharis.

The Indians went into the interior

and there they set up their stores. They

came into competition with the White

traders. The Indians always charged less,

much less, than the Whites were charging

so the Africans went to the Indians. The

Whites took their revenge by

caricaturing the Indians and saying

things like, “Well, they manage because

they live by the smell of a rag, an oil rag.”

That was the term. It means that you

don’t spend any money, you are stingy.

That’s how you are able to sell for less

than they. That’s how you are

underselling them.

Even the fact that they would work

as a family—the husband, wife and

children all working as a team—was

criticised. They would say: “Well, these

Indians, you know, that’s how they make

money. They use child labour,” or

something like that. So everything was

projected in negative terms. But this

friction developed particularly in Natal

where they brought in a lot of Indians in

a very short time, as a result of which the

Indian population suddenly exceeded the

Whites in Natal and this created a lot of

anxiety. It seemed that they couldn’t keep

the ex-indentured Indian down as a

menial worker anymore. The contract

actually said that once the Indian had

completed his indenture, he would have

equal citizenship rights. And Indians

demanded this. And they found they

were not getting it.

What year is it now?

Now we are looking at the turn of the

century and the beginning of the

twentieth century. We are looking at the

time when Gandhi arrives. He was

actually called into the country by two

Indian businessmen from Rajkot who

were cousins. These people had known

the Gandhi family from childhood.

When he arrived there, they

discussed the situation with him: that

although they had been promised full

equal rights, this was not being

honoured. The Whites used to misuse

licensing laws. If an Indian applied for a

licence to trade, he wouldn’t get the

licence. They began controlling Indians

in that way. They began putting in anti-

Asiatic land clauses. So if you went to

buy land or a house, the deed of sale

would have this clause: “You can’t sell to

an Asiatic.” By the time you get to the

1940s (when Gandhi was there it was

already apparent), about the time of World

War II, there was a horrific hate Indians

syndrome in Natal and in the Transvaal.

They instituted a law that offered Indians

free passages, shipped them home.

A typical Indian shopkeeper, 1960
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They didn’t fear the Africans at all.

They felt they had conquered them, they

had put them in their place, they had

pacified them. By this time the

indenturing of Indians was over. Gandhi

was instrumental in bringing this system

to an end. By then the Africans had

suffered sufficiently— land losses, food

losses—and they were beginning to

enter and take up jobs in the urban areas.

The Whites didn’t need the Indians as

workers to the same extent anymore.

They were now drawing on African

labour and they didn’t want Indians who

were making good on their own account.

Lots of the Indians became peasant

farmers, market gardeners and began

doing very well. The Whites then started

a new phase of intense anti-Indianism.

Advertisements would appear:

“European grown lettuce.” There was

supposed to be something wrong with

Indian grown lettuce. They said that

Indian vegetables were bad and you

shouldn’t buy Indian vegetables. They

tried all kinds of ways and means to push

the Indian out of the economic

competition. The Africans did not

threaten them economically. The

Africans had become subdued and were

not threatening them politically either.

 Two questions. One, what accounts

for the phenomenal success of Indians

as a business community? Despite such

heavy odds why do you think they did

so much better than, for instance,

Africans had been able to do? Secondly,

why is it that even Gandhi does not

succeed, or does not even attempt to

forge some kind of a united action front

of Africans and Indians? His movement

is a struggle for Indian rights rather than

for forging links...

First of all, the Indian comes from a

highly developed, highly literate

civilisation. He understands money, he

uses money, he counts money. The

African has no concept of money, no

money culture whatsoever. He wasn’t

counting. What did he have to count?

And then they kept him uneducated. The

education for the Africans was initiated

by the missionaries. The missionaries

wanted to make out of them God-fearing

labourers.

And God presented in the image of a

White man? So they wanted them to be

not so much God fearing as White

fearing labourers.

Yes, in a sense train them into the

authoritarian structure. “You’ve got to

listen to God, you’ve got to listen to your

master” and that sort of business. So this

is the kind of education they got: a very

minimal education. The majority of

Africans at one stage resisted missions.

They didn’t even go for that little bit of

education. It took time for the Africans

to accept Christianisation. And then

through Christianisation came a glimmer

of education for servitude.

We blame the poor education system

on the present nationalist government

who then institutionalised it into what

they call bantu education. But the

principles of bantu education were set

long ago.

Could you explain both this bantu

education as well as how the Indians

coped with the education challenge?

Mission schools were set up for

Indians as well. Many Indians had to go

originally to African schools. Gandhi talks

about this as well as how some of them

tried to get into White schools and then

they were turned out. Indians basically

had to develop their own educational

system.

And they did it?

Yes, oh yes, they did it very

successfully. Right up to 1960, 80 percent

of Indian schools had been built by the

Indian people themselves. In 1960, of

course, they began implementing the

Group Areas Act.

You said that up to I960, 80 percent

of schools were managed by Indians

themselves. What was the difference

between this education and that

provided by the bantu system?

African education was very

impoverished. It was a terrible kind of

education. The Indians took care of their

own education. They were keen to get

their children educated (I’m talking

about my generation of children). We all

had to first go to the Madrasas. We went

simultaneously to the Tamil schools, or

Hindi Parikshas or whatever it was. So

we were learning from the two

educational systems simultaneously.

The African educational system

wasn’t devised by Africans. It wasn’t for

themselves. They didn’t have any

economic resources to do anything

A Black shanty town
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about it so they were

completely dependent

on whatever education

was devised for them by

the missionaries or by

the state.

 Since Gandhi why

hasn’t there been a

united action front

between Indians and

Africans?

You’ve got to

understand that Gandhi

comes in at a historical

point where Indians are

supposed to get equal

rights. They are an

immigrant community.

They have served their

indenture and served

the colony. They were

totally responsible for

developing the sugar industry in Natal

which was the main industry. It was on

the basis of the sugar industry that the

province, which was then a colony,

developed at all. Now he finds that

having promised them certain things, the

British are not implementing their

promises. So I don’t think it is realistic

for any of us retrospectively to have

expected him to involve himself with the

Africans. He involved himself with the

Indians. Also he came there as a very

young man from Britain, 25 years old,

with a tremendous faith in British justice.

He identified totally with the British

system. He thought it was the best

system under the sun. And he felt that

Britain didn’t realise that Britain was

being unjust to Indians. So he was going

to help Britain understand itself!

Gandhi’s whole point was that this

was an Indian problem and he was

pursuing the Indian problem in South

Africa. But in the process, particularly

when he set up his first Ashram in

Phoenix, he came into contact with

Africans. And then during the Bambata

rebellion, thePhoenix residents offered

themselves as stretcher bearers. Gandhi

discovered that this was no rebellion at

all. These were people who were being

done out of their legitimate rights and

his sympathies turned towards the

Africans. But I don’t think he was ever

in a position to build a united front. The

situation when South Africans and

Indians could have worked together

came much later. It’s not something that

you can force at any particular time.

Africans didn’t want Indians to help

them or anything like that and that’s how

it was during Gandhi’s time.

 Also perhaps they were not

politically organised at that time.

No they were not politically as

organised as the Indian were. Ours was

resistance politics. Their politics right up

to 1950 continued to be negotiation

politics and you couldn’t go along and

interfere in their politics and tell them

what they wanted to do. You had to wait

for them to come to their own

conclusions.

Before we go on to you and

apartheid and some of the recent

struggles and battles, how did this

process of adjustment to a very racist

regime occur? What did it mean for

women, Indian women of different

communities?

You’ve got to look at

the women during the

period of indenture.

Then you’ve got to look

at women in the post-

indenture period when

they become part of the

c o m m u n i t y .

Unfortunately, for the

period of indenture we

don’t even have the

records because women

are always the

inarticulate ones. They

don’t talk, they keep

their problems to

themselves. Often they

are the illiterate ones. So

we haven’t even got any

chronicles. But if you go

through the situations

that were brought before the Protector

of Indian immigrants, by looking into the

files of that Department (enough research

hasn’t been done on it), then you come

up with some horrific things. For

instance, a man had to buy his wife from

her employer. I found a little chit in the

office where the man says, “I buy this

woman Poppy for five pounds.” So he

then had to pay whatever was left of her

indentured service. He had to pay it to

the master in order to release his wife.

The women were house servants

and they were plantation workers. They

got half the wages that the men got.

Menstruation, childbirth, all these things

were totally ignored. You had to work

regardless. If you didn’t work, a shilling

a day was knocked off your pay. You are

getting five shillings a month but a

shilling a day is knocked off your pay.

And there are many instances where

both men and women owed money to

their masters. And then they had to pay

this by further periods of indenture free

of charge. I think that under those

circumstances women’s position was

even worse.

The British wanted to pretend that

indenturing was not slavery, that it was

Soldiers mobilised to deal with resisters in an Indian/Malay area in Cape

Town, 1985
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immigration, assisted immigration. They

insisted that the groups that came in

should look like families. This is why

they insisted that one-third of every

shipment of indentured labour should be

women. When they did not succeed in

getting the women to volunteer they

abducted them. They did all kinds of

things. They went to the brothels and

picked up women. Women were brought

in a far more traumatic manner.

Were there women who were not

wives?

Most of these people came as single

persons. Many women were not wives.

And so what did they do after

indenture?

Because of the scarcity of women,

one-third women, two-third men, the

women found husbands in any case.

During the period of indenture they

would marry and things would be

regularised and so on.

If you talk to some of the people

whose grandmothers were indentured

women, you emerge with a picture of very

strong women.

Are there any histories,

biographies?

There are some.

How did your political involvement

start?

My first political agitational

involvement came in 1946. I was in

school when we started passive

resistance against the first Land Act that

was passed against us. Before that we

were segregated but it was unofficial. It

was a kind of a social segregation. Now

for the first time they were instituting

legal segregation. We enacted passive

resistance against that. And that’s when

I became actively involved in agitational

politics. And I’ve remained active ever

since.

What was the Land Act? What form

did the resistance take?

The Land Act was that Indians now

were no longer able to purchase land or

to live on any land except land that was

especially set aside for them. We called

it the Ghetto Act. It meant that for the

first time the Indians were now officially

placed into their ghettos. Though in fact

they were already in ghettos.

What form did this protest take?

Passive resistance. Going to prison.

We identified white land from which

Indians were excluded. We went and

pitched our tents there. We got arrested.

We got put into prison.

There’s hardly anything passive

about it!

Women do the family washing on Communal wash stalls in the sugar estate of Mt. Edgecombe
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No, not passive. Gandhi’s

satyagraha was never passive. I’ll give

you this book called Cooley Doctor

which describes the form that passive

resistance took.

I wasn’t in jail in 1946. I was just

organising on the student front. I was in

high school at that time. Up to 1948 the

government in power was a so-called

liberal government formed by the United

Party. It was headed by General Smuts

who had enormous prestige throughout

the world. After the 1948 elections the

Nationalists came into power. So there

was an intensification and

institutionalisation of racism in all areas.

One of the key election promises or

mandates of the Nationalists was that

they would rid the country of Indians,

that they would make life so hard for the

Indians that they would pack up and

leave. In 1948 they won the elections.

In January 1949 suddenly, for the first

time ever in Durban, Africans went on a

rampage, attacked Indians and raped and

killed. That terrible situation occurred

because the Blacks were manipulated.

What happened was that in the

marketplace, where the stores are mainly

Indian, one of the Indian storekeepers

for some reason or the other boxed the

ears of an African boy. Nothing very

significant. The boy went away. Nobody

even knew where the boy was but the

rumour was spread that the Indians were

killing Africans. Who spread the rumour

I don’t know. But in the dock areas where

migrant African workers were

concentrated they spread all kinds of wild

stories about how the Indians had killed

Africans and they had hoisted their

heads on the temple.

The Africans became very turbulent.

There are eyewitness reports of how big

gangs of armed African migrant workers

went from the docks to the Indian area

which is about five or six miles away.

While on their way the police would stop

them and ask them where they were

going. They would say “No, no boss,

nothing to do with you. We are going to

kill all the Amakoolas,” that is, the coolies.

And the police said ‘okay’. So they

carried on. The residential areas,

particularly Cato Manor, were very badly

hit. In Cato Manor Africans and Indians

lived together. Both were poverty

stricken communities. And when these

outsiders came to attack the Indians, the

local Africans actually saved the Indians

and hid them in their homes. That part of

the 1949 resistance is not remembered

but the violence is remembered.

Both the Indians and Africans then

realised (that is, their respective political

organisations realised) that they should

work together. And that is when they

formed a joint Congress. That’s the first

time ever that any two racial groups came

together and coordinated. Thus the

Indian Congress (which is the Natal

Indian Congress and the Transvaal and

the South African Indian Congress) and

the African National Congress (ANC),

formed a joint committee. And the first

thing they did was they called a hartal

together, a national day of protest in 1950.

It was very successful.

I’m surprised. I thought the massacre

would have divided the two communities

even further. And instead you are saying

it forged a united front. How did it

happen?

Because of the thinking people, the

leadership, the political organisations.

The Indians had just had passive

resistance so politically we were highly

mobilised. Even when the people were

being killed, the members of the ANC and

NIC would go together in vans with

speakers and say to the people, “Stay

calm, we’re going to help the situation.”

They tried to infuse some courage into

the people. We indicated who the

perpetrator of all this nonsense was—

the White man.

 At what point did the Africans start

organising politically? You said earlier

they preferred negotiations. It’s only

much later that they came to be

mobilised politically. How was that

breakthrough made?

Significantly, through the 1950 joint

action. The ANC was formed in 1911 but

it continued to be very much on the

negotiation model until 1950. But after

the 1950 protest the ANC became

militant, went on the offensive. I think

the very fact that the Indians had waged

passive resistance in 1946 had had an

impact on the Africans. They saw that

there was another way of doing things

than just negotiation. The nationalists

had come into power. They were

introducing laws against the Africans.

Obviously the Africans had to become

more militant.

What kind of laws were passed

against them?

They were not yet passed. They were

on the way. Harsher laws concerning

restrictions on their movement. Passes

were being extended to women. The

Bantu Education Act was on the table

which said quite clearly that the rationale

Demonstrating against detention with-

out trial of anti-apartheid protesters
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for the Act was to see to it

that the Africans got

education just to be workers

and nothing else. There was

not just one act, there was a

whole spate of them.

Could you briefly sum

up the distinguishing

features of apartheid? How

is it different from the

normal kind of racism?

The normal kind of

racism is free market racism.

They don’t bring laws and

they don’t bring the state

into it. Or the state

intervenes in a minimum sort

of way. It’s people who

practice this racism. And it

appears as if in fact there isn’t any racism.

Apartheid institutionalises racism. If

previously the practice was that Indians

should stay in the Indian areas, then

apartheid would see to it that a law is

passed to prevent Indians from living

anywhere but in these areas. If

previously, it was left to the free market

to determine that people didn’t eat at the

same restaurant, apartheid would pass a

law. Apartheid also intruded into the

personal relationships of people. It

prevented even any kind of inter-

personal relations between different

racial groups.

When does this start?

It starts in 1949 with the coming into

power of the Nationalist Party.

 So that’s the beginning of what you

would call apartheid.

Yes. Distinct from racism. Racism is

far more people based and sort of free

market. With apartheid, mixed marriages

are made illegal. You can’t marry

somebody from another group. Not only

can’t you marry, but you can’t even have

a sexual relationship. So you have the

police system which follows mixed

couples and then peeps through holes.

And then when you are in the act, then

they pounce on you because they have

to produce this evidence in court. All

these macabre things went on. Policemen

would hide themselves in boots of cars

to follow suspect couples.

 Let’s come back to the united front

that comes to be forged for the first time

and then the form and shape it lakes

and your involvement with it.

In June 1950 we organised a hartal.

A lot of Indians got fired from their jobs

because of the response of the

employers, which was: “Let’s try and

divide them. Let’s fire the Indians.” Then

we had to find the money to maintain

these families who were without jobs. We

looked after them. The only reason we

succeeded with the Indian people is that

we never abandoned them. The NIC

looked after them. When the Africans

lost their jobs, we also looked after them.

We didn’t discriminate, but they made a

point of firing the Indians. To divide us.

Were you among the active members

of NIC?

Yes.

You still are?

The NIC is now in a... . A lot of things

have happened to me in my life. We’ll

talk about it. But I was on the executive

of the NIC in those times.

We had the Defiance of Unjust Laws

campaign (we called it that instead of

passive resistance) and again there was

jail going. But this time

Africans and Indians

participated together. So we

breached laws and we were

put into prison. After that the

government became very,

very repressive. It passed the

Suppression of Communism

Act which banned people. I

was banned in 1952. It was

like house arrest. You can’t

go out of your magisterial

area. For example, imagine

someone living in Karol Bagh

not being allowed to go out

of Karol Bagh. It’s a sort of

district arrest. And you can’t

go to parties, you can’t

publish. Nobody can quote

you, you cannot speak at public

meetings. It cuts your political wings, in

other words. In 19521 was banned for

two years.

In the early 50’s I became very active

in women’s politics. We formed what we

called the Durban and District Women’s

League, which was an organisation of

African members of the ANC and

members of the NIC. Women were the

first to take the initiative, not the men.

Women worked in joint organisations but

the men never worked in one

organisation. We formed one

organisation for both Africans and

Indians which we called the Durban and

District Women’s League.

Why did you choose to mobilise

women in particular? What was the

thinking behind it?

It was easy. I wasn’t going to be able

to mobilise men, was I?

Was your husband also politically

involved?

Very politically involved. He was the

vice president of the NIC.

How did you meet?

He was always around in the family.

He was my father’s cousin. The Durban

and District Women’s League started to

work in 1950. We went to work right there

in Cato Manor, where the worst ravages

Founding meeting of the Federation of South African Women
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of that attack had taken place. The

people were all living in

jhopadpattis, particularly the

Africans. So we set up a creche

there and we got the local

community to give us money. That

too was a big thing. The Africans

had violated them. Now we were

going to them to say, “We want

money from you because we want

to give milk to the African

children.” And they gave. Because

they understood the logic. We

were working together, we were

also raising funds for the defiance

campaign. We were raising funds

for the hartal. Because they saw I

was active and I was working with

the African women, I got banned

in 1952. For two years I was out of

office. Couldn’t do anything. It

cuts you off like that.

Then when I got back in 1956

we had the treason trial. My

husband was tried for treason.

 Were you also tried for

treason?

No. My husband was tried for

treason. That was when we started

working on the Congress of the

People which came out of the

Freedom Charter. There was also

a White organisation which was the

offshoot of the banned Communist Party

which was called the Congress of

Democrats. And now we convened the

Congress of the People.

 Which included the Communists, the

Black Africans, and the Indians (the

NIC)?

And some coloureds. Few whites

and few coloureds. Mostly Africans, lots

of Indians. They then said that the

Congress of the People was a

treasonable Congress and they rounded

up everybody, including Mandela and

Luthuli.

Was this the first time you worked

with Mandela?

No. My husband was with Mandela

in college so they worked closely

together in Johannesburg. Mandela was

in the Youth League. My husband then

was in the Transvaal Indian Congress

and on the Passive Resistance Council

in the Transvaal. So he had a lot to do

with Mandela during all those years. But

politically Mandela was not moving in

our direction. He was working in the

Youth League and he tended to be very

much an Africanist.

But in 1950 they sunk their

differences. Mandela came to our house

along with my cousin who later became

my husband. That’s when I first met

Mandela, when they came to Natal to

organise the 1952 hartal.

Congress of the People followed later.

Then followed the treason trial.

When did you get married?

I was 21 when I got married.

Was he your husband when he was

tried for treason?

Yes. I had three children by 1956.

My husband was removed to

Johannesburg which meant that I

had to live alone with my three

children. And I also had to keep an

eye on his office. Otherwise there

would be no money coming in at all.

What does he do for a living?

 He is a lawyer. That meant that

I had to go to his office, see if there

were any cases coming. Then go and

find a lawyer to fight the case. Then

share the fees with the lawyer. And

it was then that I also started

teaching sociology. I got a job as a

tutor.

Did you have an M.A. in

sociology by then?

I only had a B.A. I was a tutor.

Our university was also segregated.

You had the University of Natal but

Blacks were not allowed to attend

the university. So they hired some

rooms in a high school and that’s

where I taught and that’s where we

ourselves got educated.

Our classes were held in rooms

that they hired at a high school. And

they came to teach us from 1950

about 3 o’clock and our classes

went on till 8 o’clock in the night.

My effective political life really

began with the banning of the ANC. And

the banning of just about all the NIC

activists in 1960.

But what happened in the treason

trial? Was your husband punished, was

he given a sentence?

No. The treason trial went on for four

years. For two years my husband was

living in Johannesburg which is 400 miles

away. He came during weekends or

whenever he could. Then these people

were found not guilty and discharged.

And certain people continued for

another two years. Mandela was one of

them. The trial continued for another two

years. Then even the rest were finally

discharged.

Then they banned the ANC and they

banned a lot of people. My two year

banning was over. I was unbanned. I had

begun teaching.

With husband Ismail Meer on marriage day, 1950
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How did you manage

with three children all by

yourself with a teaching

job?

My mother and the

rest of the family were

very supportive. I lived

alone but I could leave

my children with my

mother and go do my

work, come back, pick up

the children.

In 1954 we formed the

Federation of South

African women. I was

one of the founding

members. Then in 1960 all

these bannings occurred but I was not

banned. And very few people were able

to speak out. So   I was one of those

voices that then became quite

prominent. From 1960 to the mid 1970s,

they allowed me to go on having my say.

Then in 1975 they decided they had had

enough of me. So then I was banned for

five years.

Why? What did you do at that time?

We were setting up a national

organisation called Black Studies or

something of that sort. And we had a

conference. We were very Black

conscious. At this conference the

agenda was 25 years of apartheid and I

had to present the

leading paper. In the

course of my

analysis I made the

comment that there

is nothing that the

Whites have

achieved that they

have   not achieved

on the backs of

Blacks. And at that

time a plane had

been hijacked   by

the Palestianians,  I

think,  and was taken

to Uganda. The

Israelis went and

rescued that plane.

So I said, even this

great rescue they are boasting about,

they would never have succeeded had

they not been assisted by Kenya. Which

was a fact. Everywhere the newspapers

blasted that “Fatima Meer sheds tears

for Idi Amin.” And then they said that I

was an anti-Semite. They distorted the

whole thing.

And now it seemed that I was in a

weak position because the liberal Whites

were attacking me aswell. They had not

attacked me up to now. In fact they

always invited me to speak at their

meetings and so on. So they smacked

the banning order on me for five years.

That was in 1975.

Before that Winnie and myself and

some other women had

mobilised Black women

for the first time. And we

had a conference in

Durban and we founded

the Federation of Black

Women. That was the

other thing that was in

their eye too. Soon after

founding the Black

Women’s Federation, I

gave this address. And

soon after giving that

address I got slapped

with this banning order. I

was elected the first

president of the Black

Women’s Federation. And soon after

that they arrested just about the entire

executive of that Federation. I was also

arrested, Winnie was arrested. We were

all put into prison together.

How long were you in jail?

Five months. Without a trial. When I

got out of jail, my son was also put in

prison because he was very active on

the student front. My son-in-law (now I

had a son-in-law as well), was also put

into prison. My poor husband was not

in prison. He had to fly down every

weekend to see us. First we were in

solitary confinement. Then we were

allowed visitors. He had to come and see

me, bring me food.

Then he had to travel

another 100 miles to

the other prison

where my son and my

son-in-law were, see

them, travel back. We

went through some

very bad times. Then

when that ban

expired, I got slapped

with another banning

order. So that’s how

my life went.

Which meant you

couldn’t speak, you

couldn’t write, you

couldn’t publish?

Yes. So I

The executive committee of the Federation of Black Women. Winnie

Mandela in turbanis the tallest woman at centre back, 1975

On being elected president of Black Women’s Federation, 1975
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published under my daughter’s name. I

published under other people’s names.

We formed the Institute for Black

Research. We went on. I would do it

behind the scenes. There would be front

people. I never remained inactive. The

banning order really didn’t bother me. I

continued to be actively involved.

But they didn’t attack you in other

ways?

A lot of ways. Twice they arrested

me for violating my banning order. I got

a suspended sentence on the one

occasion. On the other occasion I would

have served imprisonment but my clever

lawyer, he’s a judge now, Ismail

Mohammed, managed to get me off. Then

they attacked my house, they tried to

assassinate me. It was a most vicious

attack.

What happened?

Three of them came in three cars and

one of them threw flaming petrol in the

driveway so my daughter screamed

saying, “the garage is on fire.” I rushed

down. Fortunately for me, I had a friend

living in the study downstairs. He just

got there ahead of me. He’s a tall fellow

and he opened the door. From this

direction he opens the door and there’s

one person standing right by that door

who shoots. And by the time I get there,

my friend is lying there bleeding. Now

had I reached there before him, I would

have come from the other direction,

opened the door, and presented my head.

He saved my life. And they just started

shooting wildly after that.

And then of course there are internal

things too. The Inkatha people bombed

our house once. That was more recently,

in 1984, when the United Democratic

Front (UDF) had been formed and the

UDF was now challenging the authority

and the power and the popularity of

Inkatha in Natal. And Inkatha felt it was

losing power, so they began mobilising

violence. The same violence that is going

on now.

 Will you just briefly describe

Inkatha?

When the Nationalist government

came to power they divided the African

people into10 tribal homelands. And they

said that they could only live in those

homelands. Prior to that these homelands

were just called the native reserves and

they constituted just 12 percent of the

land. Now these native reserves were

carved up tribally and you had 10 tribal

homelands.

In Natal the large homeland was that

of Kwazulu and heading that Kwazulu

homeland was Chief Buthalezi. Chief

Buthalezi was an ANC man but he felt

that since the ANC was banned he could

pursue the freedom of his people now

through this new structure. And he

formed Inkatha. But Inkatha became more

and more tribalistic and more and more

allied to the government. And it was

attacked by the Black consciousness

movement which was the operative

movement throughout the ’70s.

So when the UDF comes on the

scene, Inkatha feels the competition.

They had banned our women’s

organisation and they banned all the

Black consciousness organisations. So

Black consciousness was killed by the

government. Buthalezi then had free play.

Now UDF comes along and he hasn’t

got free play. So he deals with the UDF

by mobilising violence. And he is now

dealing with the ANC by attacking them

with the collusion of the government.

Were you also attacked by the

Inkatha?

Yes, because I became very active. I

used to go out into the townships when

people were being assaulted and they

knew that if they were being attacked

they could phone me. And I would then

try and get hold of the White opposition

parliamentary party which is a little bit

more liberal and they would then try and

get the police. If I tried to get the police,

the police wouldn’t come. I hoped to

bring some restraint in the situation.

Then they decided that they were going

to teach me a lesson.

On the political situation, you said

you are no longer with the NIC?

The NIC was revitalised. I was

banned, I couldn’t be with the NIC.

And by the time I was unbanned, I

had worked too much with the African

organisations and I felt a little hesitant

about joining an Indian organisation. My

thinking changed. So I didn’t join the

NIC.

And what form and shape has the

NIC taken now?

The NIC is now in a dilemma because

previously it had always worked together

with the ANC. Earlier the ANC was an

African organisation and Indians

couldn’t join it. Now anybody can join

the ANC. So there has been a lot of

discussion. Is there room for the NIC or

not? But now the latest feeling is that

no, there is room for the NIC. That there

is work to be done in the Indian

community rather than create new

chapters and organisations. The ANC

and the NIC can work together

cooperatively.

Are you working with the ANC?

I am working with the ANC. But I’m

not on any of the structures.

Why have you been critical of the

Indian government dealing exclusively

with the ANC as a sole representative

of the African people?

As a country India needs to relate to

the people of South Africa and not just

to a political party. Of course when that

political party forms a government, you

relate to that government as well. In many

of these areas which are non-political or

extra political, if you only work through

one political organisation you are not

spreading your message. Also you don’t

know how competent that political

organisation is to organise cultural

relations, educational relations. America,

for example, has lots of scholarships and

nurseries in South Africa. They don’t

work through the government. They get

personnel from the churches, community

organisations, the universities, and they

set up an independent, broadranging

organisation which has its independent

selection committee. Africans feel better

too. You do not have to be a member of

the ANC in order to be selected for one
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of the American fellowships.

What do you think has been lacking

in the way the Indian government has

dealt with the South African situation?

The Indian govemment has not dealt

with the South African government since

1946.

What do you think of this policy of

wishing away apartheid by not dealing

with the government at all?

Its tactic was right at that time. It

signalled we are not going to have

anything to do with the South African

government because they are racist. That

was India’s reaction. India pursued the

fight at the UN. The main

UN lobby against

apartheid was the Indian

lobby. So it pursued the

fight and that was correct

too. Also about 10

scholarships were made

available to us so we could

send 10 people to India

every year. But only

Indians came because

Africans couldn’t get

visas. It was only when I

struggled that we got some

visas for Africans as well.

Why weren’t Africans

allowed visas?

Because India has no

relations with South Africa.

The Indian Constitution

said that Indians had a

right to India and they

could come freely to India. But as far as

the rest of South Africa was concerned,

due to the policy of imposing sanctions,

India had no relations with South Africa.

That also included the African people.

You think in a way it became anti-

people? Not just anti-South African

government?

Yes, it did become anti-people. For

instance, I was not allowed in any of the

other African countries.

 Why?

Because there is a blanket ban

against South Africans. They don’t make

an exception even if they know you are a

Sharing a platform with Archbishop Desmond Tutu, winner of

Nobel Peace Prize

freedom fighter.

Once when I was going back home

from London, the plane landed in Cairo.

I wanted desperately to see Cairo, the

Pyramids and things like that. They

wouldn’t allow me in because I was a

South African. South African passport

holders were not allowed in.

Here too when we come, they don’t

stamp our passport. My passport hasn’t

been stamped because that ban still

continues.

 So how are you allowed in?

They write another piece of paper.

But they do that only for Indians. For

real changes in the country.

What is the state of Indo-African

relations?

They work in factories together.

Indians have more skills so they are a

higher status group than Africans.

Economically they are less deprived than

Africans. They have been given

privileges. For instance they are

recognised as an urban community while

Africans are designated as a rural people.

Their urban rights are only now being

recognised. So the status difference

does intervene. It must cause some

tensions, some envy. But we haven’t had

outright violence or

anything like that since

1949.

When you say that

Indians are recognised

as an urban group, what

are the institutional

forms this recognition

takes?

You can own land in

urban areas, but only in

your own group areas.

Africans can’t. They live

in townships where all

the houses are rented

out to them. Now they

have been given the

right to buy those

houses. But that is only

now, very recently.

Indians can also go

and look for work be-

cause they are urban residents but Afri-

cans can’t. They were living in the re-

serves or in the homelands and in order

to seek employment in urban areas they

had to have a pass. So their movement

was always controlled by passes. Indi-

ans were allowed to belong to registered

trade unions. Africans were not until the

1970s.

You were also talking about the

destruction of the peasantry. Earlier you

said that the only thing the Africans had

was this very intense relationship to

land. How was this severed?

In the last century the land they had

non-Indians they don’t.

So it’s really banning people in

effect?

Yes. When I was here in 1970 I said

that the policy didn’t make sense

because with the dishwater you are also

throwing away the baby.

What amendment would you want

in this policy?

It’s being amended now that you’ve

played cricket with South Africa.

You would want openings made at

the people’s level ?

This has already happened. The trade

sanctions must continue until there are
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owned for centuries was taken away

from them by conquest. They were

confined to 12 percent of the South

African lands. And that too to the worst

12 percent of the landmass. There were

laws that Africans can’t own land. They

could only live in these reserves. Even

in the reserves they had no individual

property rights. According to tribal

tenure the chief administered the land

and allocated land to you for purposes

of use, not possession. The land even in

the reserves belonged to the White

government. That was the first phase.

Then when the Nationalists came in,

the whole situation worsened, because

they found that White farmers used

African labour as tenant labour. They

didn’t pay them but instead allowed them

to squat because the White farmer on an

average has 1,000 acres of land. There

would be African villages on his farm and

they would contribute labour for which

they had the right to squat on the land

and grow some food on his land. When

the Nationalists came they didn’t want

this arrangement. They called these

‘black spots’ and they removed all the

black spots.

This brought about the African

community’s second forced movement.

They would come in lorries, break up all

the houses, and carry them away on the

lorries. Whatever you can get on the

lorry, you get. Livestock you can’t take,

you must sell it for whatever little money

you can get, and then you are dumped

into new areas. People had to start life all

over again.

The African people have one of the

highest birthrates in the world. This is

one of the syndromes of poverty. When

you have a certain amount of

modernisation and there is some

improvement in health services, you find

that the birth rate escalates. The death

rate also goes down and you have a

tremendous population explosion. We’ve

been having that. So now these reserves

became overpopulated, very dense, and

in there you are keeping your cows,

everything. So there was massive erosion

of the soil and, more importantly, the men

are being sucked into the urban

economy as migrant workers. The women

and children are left alone in rural areas.

Agriculture became a woman’s job.

Agriculture, whatever there is of it,

therefore gets minimised.

So there has been impoverishment

of land and of skills.. What is the

situation now and what would you

describe as the key tasks?

The key tasks are to redevelop the

country. This government is not going

to part with any land. The major issue is

how to get them to part with that land.

What is your relationship to the

present government?

I don’t have any relationship with the

present government.

 No, you had one of being banned

all the time. Are you still persona non

grata?

No I think they respect me, actually.

But the point is that the government

itself has now officially dismantled

apartheid and unbanned the ANC. The

government is now moving into

negotiation. They were setting up a

committee for their own constitution and

they asked me to come and serve on that

committee. I refused. How can I go along

and sit on their Constitution committee?

I don’t play cricket with them!

What is the proportion of the Indian

population to the White, to the African?

It is three percent Indian, 15 percent

White, 7.1 percent coloured and the rest

African.

In this three percent Indian what is

the proportion of the Muslims and the

Hindus?

Twenty percent Muslims, 80 percent

Hindus.

What are their community relations

like?

Good relations. Now and again

somebody will say something about

Muslims and somebody will say

something about Hindus and there will

be a little thing going on in the

newspaper columns of the Indian papers.

But no serious conflict.

Indo-Pakistan relations don’t affect

these relations?

No. But the feeling that the Muslims

are richer, which they are, does come up

every now and then. So it’s the reverse

of what it is in India?

Muslims are a minority in all respects

in India. But there the Muslims have an

edge on Hindus because most of our

indentured workers were Hindus. They

came from Tamil Nadu and from Bihar.

There are some indentured Muslims from

Tamil Nadu and Bihar but they are very

few. Most of the Muslims are Gujaratis.

 So they had a much higher income

level to start with. Maybe that is what

keeps communal prejudice low.

Yes. And the other interesting thing

is that if you look at the political struggle,

the Muslim involvement is very high. If

you look at Gandhi’s struggle, most of

his early colleagues were Muslim. The

only non-Africans who have died in

prison (three of them) were Muslims.

And if you look at the present executive

of the ANC, barring two of the Indians,

the rest are all Muslims.

Where would you place Indian

interests in all of this? What kind of

place is there for Indians, you think, in

the new scheme of things if it comes

about? And what kind of new scheme of

things do you have in mind?

That we have already discussed. The

basic problem is the impoverishment of

the African people, their education, the

empowerment of the African women

particularly. Empowerment of Indian

women too. Muslim Indian women are

becoming more identified with Islam.

They want to wear the Islamic dress but

at the same time these very women are

very emancipated. They are

professionals, they are holding jobs,

they will talk about what is wrong with

the way women are treated in Islam. They

are looking at the Koran and they see

the contradictions. The Koran allows

them lots of rights that have been

violated.

But why this Islamic resurgence

there? What causes it? Is it also
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happening among the Hindus?

Not so much among the Hindus. But

now the Hindus are sort of responding

to the Muslims and also coming up with

some kind of a Hindu political

resurgence. But the Muslims are reacting

to the Middle Eastern politics,

particularly to what has gone on in Iran.

Iran has had a very dramatic influence

on them. And they see how religion could

be used, that there is really no dichotomy

between religion and politics. Therefore

you find that in 1985, for instance, in the

Cape there was a tremendous amount of

militancy from the Muslims against the

government.

What’s the place you see for the

Indian community with things

changed? Where does it belong?

They belong in South Africa. They

belong exactly where they are at the

moment. They will have to participate in

the electoral process. They’ve been there

since the last century. But the real

question is what rights they will have

and whether they can anticipate the kind

of freedom which will make it possible

for them to live happily with their other

ethnic neighbours.

 But there’s lot of inter-ethnic strife

between Africans.

I pointed out to you that it’s political

manipulation that is causing it.

The same thing happened here and

it led to a Partition of a very bloody

kind.

If you look at that history, there was

a lot of manipulation there too.

But it had permanent, drastic

consequences. Do you see something

similar happening in South Africa?

The only analogy there would be: is

it likely that South Africa may be

partitioned between Kozas and Zulus?

Because that’s where they are trying to

rake up the conflict. No, it’s not going to

happen.

Why are you so confident?

Because the Koza homeland is in the

Transkei which is a depleted, rundown

backyard. How are they going to carve

up the country between Kozas and Zulus

when the Whites are there? The carving

up process is over and it won’t happen

again. We have been carved up all along

and have got a historical experience of

what that means.

How are you dealing with the

Inkatha challenge?

The ANC is dealing with it and the

government has to withdraw its support

of Inkatha. Once we’ve got to the

negotiation table and worked something

out, then I think we might have more

tension. When we get into electoral

politics there is bound to be some

tension.

What are the problems when

Africans and Indians work together?

And how do you resolve those?

There are no problems when we work

together. Politically they do work

together. There are ANC branches in all

the Indian areas.

But you said now there is also a

feeling that NIC needs to be there.

Yes, the NIC is a subsidiary of the

ANC so there is no problem there. There

are no other political parties that are

coming up that are opposing these

parties right now.

Last question. What do you think of

all these charges against Winnie

Mandela?

They are trumped up charges mostly.

It’s a long story again. But ultimately if

we had to sum it up in one sentence, one

would say that what is revealing is the

timing of the trial, the sentencing (a very

harsh sentence), and the fact that they

didn’t find any evidence against her.

They still sentenced her because they

said even if there wasn’t any evidence,

she looks like she did it all. It’s again an

attempt to take away the halo that has

grown around the ANC and around the

Mandelas, to injure them, to destroy

them politically.

What about at the people’s level,

prejudices against Africans and

prejudices Africans have against

Indians?

It depends now on the new

government. What kind of educational

policy it comes up with.

But you think the ANC leadership is

sufficiently sensitive after the 1950 joint

action?

I hope so. They’ve got so many

problems. Every government is not a

wise government. Nehru’s government

was not a wise government. So I don’t

know how wise Mandela’s government

is going to be. But you can only hope

and you can only work to identify the

problems and try and tackle them. r


